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Abstract

Background

Onchocerciasis is a vector-borne disease caused by the filarial nematode *Onchocerca volvulus*. Endemic countries target elimination of parasite transmission using primarily annual ivermectin mass administration. Elimination is particularly challenging in sub-Saharan Africa, where there are large contiguous areas with varying levels of endemicity and intervention history. We examined one challenge to elimination that has received little attention to date: movement of people between areas.

Methodology/Principal Findings

We extended one of the commonly used onchocerciasis transmission models, EPIONCHO, to allow modelling the effect of movement of people and/or flies between areas ("patches"). We explored the impact of humans travelling between a hypoendemic area (i.e., with low vector biting rates) with no history of interventions and a hyperendemic area (high vector biting rates) that stopped intervention (ivermectin mass administration) after infection prevalence decreased below 1.4%. Our results suggest that human travel in either direction will accelerate recrudescence in the hyperendemic area to pre-intervention levels, relative to recrudescence without travel, and can reduce the annual biting rate required for parasite transmission within hypoendemic areas.

Conclusions/Significance

Our results emphasize the importance of decisions on which hypoendemic areas to include in interventions and suggest that transmission mediated by human movement needs to be considered when planning (a) the geographic areas and sampling density for evaluations for decisions on when and where to stop interventions, (b) where, how often, and for how long to conduct post-intervention surveillance for verification of elimination of transmission and (c) where and how frequently to conduct post-elimination surveillance. Given the cost implications of stopping interventions too early or later than necessary, we encourage the development of models such as the one presented here for quantitating the impact of human and vector movement between areas on the risk and timeframe of recrudescence after interventions are stopped to inform economic analyses.

Author summary

Onchocerciasis is an infectious parasitic disease that causes significant morbidity, from incessant skin itching to blindness. Onchocerciasis has also been implicated as the cause of high epilepsy rates. Efforts are underway to eliminate the parasite. Mathematical models for parasite transmission between humans via blackflies can be used to explore how interventions (e.g., mass drug administration or blackfly control) impact the percentage of people infected (infection prevalence). We extended a commonly used model to explore how people travelling between areas that differ in blackfly abundance, infection prevalence, and past interventions affects infection prevalence. We found that people travelling between an area with few blackflies (hypoendemic), low infection prevalence,
and no interventions and an area with many blackflies (hyperendemic) but very low infection prevalence thanks to many years of mass drug administration which was then stopped will accelerate the increase in infection prevalence in the hyperendemic area compared to a situation where no people travel between these areas. This means that strategies for onchocerciasis elimination need to consider the effect of humans travelling.

**Introduction**

Onchocerciasis is a neglected tropical disease caused by the filarial nematode *Onchocerca volvulus* transmitted by *Simulium* (blackfly) vectors [1-3]. The prevalence of infection and morbidity and the resulting socio-economic impact have motivated large-scale control and elimination programs in affected countries in Central and South America, Sudan, Yemen, and sub-Saharan Africa. In 2020, around 240 million people were estimated to require inclusion in these programs, with >99% in sub-Saharan Africa [4]. The principal intervention is currently annual, and in some cases biannual, mass drug administration of ivermectin (MDAi).

For many years, it was assumed that MDAi could eliminate *O. volvulus* transmission in the small endemic areas in the Americas and possibly Yemen, but not across sub-Saharan Africa [5]. However, research and epidemiological evaluations indicated that MDAi reduced prevalence of infection in many areas in Africa more effectively than anticipated [6-9]. This has resulted in African endemic countries now targeting not only control of onchocerciasis as a public health problem, but elimination of parasite transmission [10, 11]. This shift requires re-evaluation of current activities and tools used for determining where, and for how long, which interventions need to be deployed, and subsequent development of new tools, activities, and strategies where needed [3, 12-23].

The impact of the highly heterogeneous prevalence of onchocerciasis in sub-Saharan Africa [24-26] on persistence of transmission needs to be incorporated into this decision making. Areas pre-MDAi were categorized based on estimated subcutaneous nodule prevalence as hypoendemic, defined in countries working with the African Programme for Onchocerciasis Control (APOCH; 1995-2015) as areas where estimated subcutaneous nodule prevalence was <20% (corresponding, with wide variation, to a skin microfilariae [mf] prevalence of <35% [27-30], mesoendemic (nodule prevalence 20-40%; approximate mf prevalence 35-60%), and hyperendemic (nodule prevalence >40%; mf prevalence >60%). Importantly, while onchocerciasis control as a public health problem was targeted, onchocerciasis hypoendemic areas were included in MDAi only when they belonged to a health system administrative unit which included meso- and hyperendemic areas [31, 32]. While the source of infections in hypoendemic areas may be nearby meso- or hyperendemic areas, modeling has demonstrated plausible mechanisms for stable and self-sustaining hypoendemic transmission [33]. To achieve sustainable elimination of transmission, we need to understand the risks hypoendemic areas pose to elimination in the absence of interventions, and develop tools for national programs to determine where interventions are needed and where and when to stop MDAi (and/or other interventions, if applicable). Furthermore, we need to delineate the geographic areas which belong to an ‘endemic onchocerciasis focus’ that need to be included in evaluations for stop MDAi.
decisions and to determine where, how frequently, and for what duration to carry out post-MDA surveillance as well as surveillance after elimination of transmission has been verified by WHO.

Mathematical modeling of *O. volvulus* transmission and the effect of vector control or MDAi has for many years informed program strategies and objectives [31, 34-41]. This has included estimating the time periods during which countries may meet the APOC-defined provisional operational threshold for treatment interruption and commencement of surveillance (pOOTTIS) based on pre-MDAi endemicity, reported MDAi duration, and treatment coverage [31, 42] and identification of barriers for reducing infection prevalence, particularly in meso- and hyperendemic areas (including low treatment coverage (i.e., low proportion of a community taking ivermectin in each round of MDAi) and/or systematic non-compliance (i.e., proportion of individuals never or very rarely taking ivermectin)) [37, 39, 43]. Recently, the ONCHOSIM [34, 36, 38, 39] and EPIONCHO [39, 40, 44-46] models have been extended to incorporate different types of heterogeneity, such as in human host mixing patterns [33] or exposure to blackflies [47], to understand the impact these factors have on elimination efforts. Equally critical to inform country programs is quantifying uncertainty in modeled thresholds [48, 49] or duration of MDAi to achieve elimination [37] due to assumptions about parameter estimates, such as density-dependent regulation of parasite establishment within the human and vector hosts [47, 50]. Modelling is also now addressing challenges for decisions on where and when to stop MDAi so that elimination is sustained, including the appropriateness of the criteria and procedures for stopping MDAi in the WHO 2016 guidance and the impact of strategies other than MDAi [3, 12, 50-56].

The impact of heterogeneity over different geographic scales in endemicity and intervention history and the role of human and vector movement on transmission on elimination efforts remain largely unexplored. This includes the potential for re-introduction of parasites through human or vector movement from areas with ongoing transmission into areas where interventions were stopped after transmission was considered to have been eliminated [57-59]. Long-range seasonal vector migration was already recognized as an important challenge for interrupting transmission through vector elimination by the Onchocerciasis Control Programme in West Africa (OCP, 1974-2002) [60-65]. People travel within and across countries for many reasons, including, but not limited, to work, visiting family, or attending ceremonies and celebrations. This may impact parasite transmission. In this context, the exclusion of hypoendemic areas from MDAi while control of onchocerciasis as a public health problem, not elimination of transmission was targeted, has prompted several questions, including (i) what sustains low levels of infection in these areas, i.e., is transmission ongoing within these areas or is there ongoing import of infections from meso- or hyperendemic areas? and (ii) do these areas pose a risk for recrudescence in areas which have met MDAi cessation criteria and discontinued MDAi?

Modeling studies have been utilized to address question (i), and illustrated that sustained transmission in isolated hypoendemic areas could be attributed to increased assortative mixing within the human host population, i.e., when individuals with similar exposure to blackfly bites are more connected to each other [33]. They showed that onchocerciasis transmission could not be sustained below 35% mf prevalence if the human population was assumed to be homogenously mixing given moderate levels of heterogeneity in
exposure to vectors. However, when the human population was assumed to have heterogeneous exposure to blackflies with assortative mixing, onchocerciasis transmission could be sustained at mf prevalence levels as low as 8%. The recent extension of the ONCHOSIM model to consider spatial heterogeneity in transmission of *O. volvulus* between areas of different endemicity and intervention history demonstrated that in hypoendemic settings with an annual biting rate (ABR) below the threshold required to sustain transmission of *O. volvulus*, transmission can persist if there is regular movement of infected humans or infective blackflies from areas of higher ABR [56]. The authors concluded that expanding MDAi into hypoendemic areas would shorten the duration of MDAi required to achieve elimination in nearby meso- and hyperendemic areas 'connected' to the hypoendemic areas through human movement.

In this paper, we focus on addressing question (ii) to understand the risk hypoendemic areas pose for recrudescence in nearby hyperendemic areas which have discontinued MDAi. We introduce a deterministic patch model framework describing the transmission of *O. volvulus* in areas of different levels of endemicity and/or MDAi history and assessing the impact that human and blackfly movement between these areas has on the prevalence of infection. We utilize this model to explore the impact of humans moving between a hypoendemic area, where MDAi was never implemented, and a hyperendemic area, where MDAi was discontinued (illustrated in Fig 1) on infection prevalence and the annual transmission potential (ATP) in both areas and thus the risk and time-frame of recrudescence in the post-MDAi hyperendemic area and sustainability of local transmission in the hypoendemic area.

**Methods**

The population-based deterministic model EPIONCHO [37, 39, 40, 44, 46] describes the transmission of *O. volvulus* within a single homogeneously mixing population. EPIONCHO is an "intensity" compartmental model. Unlike epidemic compartmental models (e.g. [66]) where the number of susceptible and infected hosts are each tracked, intensity models track the average parasite intensity within the human and vector host populations. Intensity models that track the distribution of parasites within the human and vector host populations are commonly used to model macroparasitic diseases, including lymphatic filariasis [67-69] and onchocerciasis [34, 38-40, 44, 46].

Patch models, sometimes referred to as metapopulation models, have been utilized to model the spread of infection where transmission between populations or areas is important. In a patch model, the population of interest is divided into distinct subpopulations (or patches), where each patch has distinct characteristics such as population size and disease transmission dynamics [66, 70]. An illustration of a 2-patch model is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
Fig. 1. Illustration of modeled movement between two areas (patches) with different endemicity and control history. Human movement is modeled as commuting and vector movement as migration.

EPIONCHO as described by Filipe et al. [46] is an age- and sex-structured model for the intensity of *O. volvulus* infection that incorporates parasite regulation within the humans and vector hosts, in addition to heterogeneity in exposure to blackfly bites. This model provides a realistic model framework for the transmission dynamics of *O. volvulus* (later expanded to incorporate interventions such as MDAi or vector control [71]). Here, we extended this framework into a patch model to describe the impact of human and vector movement on the transmission of *O. volvulus* between numerous areas (patches) of different endemicity (determined by the density of vectors) and MDAi history, resulting in different prevalence and intensity of infection in humans and vectors.

**Model equations and parameters**

The intensity of *O. volvulus* infection changes over time and with host age, as described by the system of partial differential equations (PDEs) S.1 – S.8 in Table S1 in S1 File for a 2-patch model. The model describes, with respect to time (t) and host age (a), the number of adult worms in human host of sex i resident in patch j (I_{ij}), the number of mf in the skin of human hosts of sex i resident in patch j (M_{ij}), and the number of infective larvae in the blackfly population in patch i biting human hosts of sex i (L_{ij}). Table S2 in S1 File provides a detailed description of the variables and parameters in the patch model and code. Parameter estimates utilized in this study are appropriate for pre-control savanna settings based on previous studies (most of which were conducted in Cameroon) [40, 46]. The ranges of parameter estimates considered in the sensitivity analysis are provided in Table S2 in S1 File and were determined by the parameter estimates relevant for savanna settings available in published literature. Table S3 in S1 File provides the PDEs for a model with any number of patches ≥2.

**Modeling of human and vector movement**

Fig. 2 illustrates how human and vector movement are modeled. To model movement of humans between the patches in both directions (referred to in patch model literature as ‘commuting’), we define as the fraction of time residents of patch i in age group a spend visiting the connected patch j included in the model. The fraction of the population resident in patch i of age group a that travel is given by and the proportion of time residents of patch i that travel spend in patch j is given by . For the 2-patch
model presented here, $d_{ij} = 1$ as there is only one patch for residents to visit. We hypothesize that mobility for work is the dominant reason for travel between the patches, and thus we make the simplifying assumption that only human hosts aged between 20 and 50 years travel, representing 35% of the total population. Therefore, the fraction of time human hosts resident in patch $i$ aged 20 to 50 years spend visiting patch $j$ is given by $f_{ij}$. The model defines vector movement between patches as migration, which means once the vectors leave their 'resident' patch they do not return. Therefore, we define the parameter $v_{ij}$ as the migration rate per year of blackflies from patch $i$ to patch $j$. Furthermore, we assume that the ratio of the size of the vector population to human population ($m_i$) in patch $i$ is constant. The parameter $m_i$ depends on the ABR and the biting rate per fly on humans ($\beta$) (see Table S1 in S1 File), and therefore will differ between patches with different ABR.

![Figure 2. Schematic diagram of a 2-patch intensity model.](image)

$W_i$ is the mean number of adult worms per human host in patch $i$, $M_i$ is the mean number of microfilariae per mg of skin within the human host in patch $i$, and $L_i$ is the mean number of infective larvae per blackfly in patch $i$. Red arrows represent mortality.

**Endemicity of the patches included in the model**

Areas where *O. volvulus* is transmitted are, in most cases, categorized as hypo-, meso-, and hyperendemic based upon the approximate prevalence of infection within the human population prior to implementation of control programs. The prevalence ranges defining these categories differ slightly between references, driven by (for example) increasing knowledge of correlates of morbidity or the method used to estimate infection prevalence (e.g. prevalence of individuals with microscopically detected mf in skin snips, prevalence of individuals with subcutaneous onchocercal nodules) [24, 30, 32, 72, 73].

While the endemicity of areas is usually quantitated via measures of the prevalence of infection in the human population before implementation of interventions, from a
biological and modeling perspective, endemicity is determined by the vector prevalence, which is usually quantified by the ABR. From this perspective, an area defined as hyperendemic retains that categorization even if MDAi decreases the skin mf prevalence in a hyperendemic area to <35%, unless vector control (or natural changes) bring about a reduction in ABR. In this context, patch 1 is parameterized to be representative of a hypoendemic area with an ABR of 1000, while patch 2 is parameterized to be representative of a hyperendemic area with an ABR of 4000.

Scenarios modeled
We used the patch model developed to simulate the effect of human movement between two different areas characterized as follows:

Patch 1 (hypoendemic area). In the absence of past or present control measures, transmission is stable and results in 28% of the human population over all ages infected. The initial conditions for patch 1 were determined by first simulating an isolated patch 1 (i.e., no movement between patch 1 and 2) to equilibrium.

Patch 2 (hyperendemic area). We assumed that patch 2 had undergone many years of MDAi which was discontinued when the epidemiology-based provisional threshold (pOTTIS) had been reached.

The provisional thresholds were defined by APOC in its “Conceptual and Operational Framework of Onchocerciasis Elimination with Ivermectin Treatment,” which also specifies the plan to review and refine thresholds as more evidence becomes available [74]. The framework was developed in response to the request from APOC’s governing board, the Joint Action Forum, ‘to determine when and where ivermectin treatment can be safely stopped and to provide guidance to countries on preparing to stop ivermectin treatment where feasible’ [13, 31]. In the Conceptual Framework, prevalence estimates are based on the percentage of individuals with skin mf levels detectable via microscopic evaluation. Informed by the experience with stopping interventions in West Africa (vector control in the countries of the OCP and data for the savanna vector species S. damnosum s.s. and S. sirbanum [75] and MDAi in a study in Senegal and Mali [6, 8]), pOTTIS includes an entomological parameter (vector infectivity <0.5 infective flies/1000 flies) and an epidemiological parameters (mf prevalence < 5% in all surveyed villages and < 1% in 90% of those villages 11-12 months after the last MDAi round) [13, 31]. The age range over which the epidemiological parameter is to be applied, the number of skin snips to be taken and duration of skin snip incubation to determine mf prevalence (which impact the sensitivity, [76-78]) are not specified. The surveys conducted in APOC countries after development of the Conceptual Framework to assess progress towards elimination included only children >5 years of age, 2 snips and 24 hours of incubation in saline [9]. In the absence of established transmission breakpoints (infection prevalence or intensity below which transmission is unsustainable and the parasite population will die out [39, 71, 79-81], previous modeling studies parameterized the two-level epidemiological pOTTIS as the weighted mean resulting in <1.4% modelled mf prevalence across all ages considered as pOTTIS having been achieved [12, 39, 40, 82]. The epidemiological, rather than the entomological pOTTIS is used since it is reached later and is thus the more conservative threshold [40].
Thus, to model each scenario, patch 2 was initialized with a skin mf prevalence in the human population (across all ages) of $< 1.4\%$. As described in Basañez et al., the pOTTIS does not represent a transmission breakpoint and, in the EPIONCHO framework utilized here, mf prevalence will rebound from the pOTTIS under conditions of high ABR such as found in hyperendemic areas [40]. Thus, what we explore here is the extent to which coupling between two patches (connecting them through human travel between the patches) accelerates the modeled rebound in mf prevalence in hyperendemic areas.

We modeled a number of scenarios that differed in the extent of coupling between the two patches, i.e., the extent of human movement from patch 1 to patch 2 or vice versa.

**Model output reported**

Consistent with previous work [39, 40], we report the modeled mf prevalence in the human population of those aged $\geq 5$ years (subsequently referred to as ‘mf prevalence’). In addition, we report the Annual Transmission Potential (ATP). The ATP is the ‘estimated number of infective *O. volvulus* larvae received by a man exposed for eleven hours a day throughout the year at a particular site’ [83]. The ATP is the arithmetic sum of the Monthly Transmission Potential (MTP) determined for each month of the year. The MTP is the product of the monthly biting rate (MBR, total number of blackflies collected in a month divided by the number of days of capture in this month multiplied by 30) and the total number of infective *O. volvulus* larvae (L3) identified in the heads of dissected flies divided by the total number of flies dissected in that month [59]. Dissection of flies and microscopic identification of L3 in their heads can be replaced by examination of flies (or bodies and heads of dissected flies) pooled by sampling site and date of collection for the *O. volvulus* specific O-150 DNA sequence using polymerase change reaction (O-150 PCR pool-screening, [51, 84, 85]. For calculation of ATP in EPIONCHO see Table S2 in S1 File.

**Sensitivity Analysis**

To assess the sensitivity of the modeled long-term mf prevalence in each patch to variations of input parameters, we utilized the Partial Rank Correlation Coefficient (PRCC) method as outlined in Marino et al. [86]. Selected parameters were varied according to the distributions provided in Table S2 in S1 File, which were informed by published literature (Table S2 in S1 File). We performed Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) for 1,000 samples of each parameter, then used the LHS outputs to derive PRCCs. The results of PRCC methods provide a measure of the strength of the relationship between the input parameters and the selected output. In addition, PRCC provides information on how influential each parameter is on the output when compared to other parameters, where a PRCC close to 1 or -1 indicates the corresponding parameters are influential.

**Results**

To explore the effects of movement of human hosts between patches with different endemicities and MDAi control histories on mf prevalence and the ATP, we present the outcome of simulations with human movement originating in only one of the areas at a time (Fig 3).
Effect of human movement on mf prevalence and ATP in two connected areas

Effect on mf prevalence and ATP when individuals from the hypoendemic patch 1 visit the post-MDAi hyperendemic patch 2

Recrudescence in the post-MDAi hyperendemic area (patch 2) is accelerated by visiting residents of the untreated hypoendemic area (patch 1) travelling to the formerly hyperendemic area (patch 2) (Fig 3A). The infected 20- to 50-year-old visitors from patch 1 (initially ~24.8% of these visitors) serve as a source of mf for vectors in patch 2, and these vectors in turn infect patch 2 residents. As infection prevalence among the residents of patch 2 increases, they (as well as their visitors from patch 1) serve as additional sources of mf for the vectors in patch 2, resulting in acceleration of the increase in mf prevalence and the ATP in patch 2. Moreover, as the ATP in patch 2 increases, mf prevalence in patch 1 also increases, because new infections acquired by patch 1 residents during their visits to patch 2 who then return to their “home” in patch 1 become more frequent. The initial decline in the ATP in the hypoendemic patch 1 arises from the system being in equilibrium at the start of the simulation. When human movement from patch 1 into patch 2 is introduced, the initial infected patch 1 residents who visit patch 2 are unavailable to patch 1 vectors for the duration of their visit and thus the ATP and prevalence in patch 1 decline transiently. Subsequently, as both mf prevalence and the ATP in patch 2 rise, patch 1 residents become infected while they are in patch 2, resulting in increasing mf prevalence among patch 1 residents, and thus increasing ATP in patch 1 (Fig 3A). Note that the pOTTIS does not necessarily represent the breakpoint below which transmission spontaneously decays to zero [40]. Thus, under the conditions being modeled in patch 2 (hyperendemic with high ABR and no vector control), the modelled prevalence will always rebound in patch 2 when MDAi is stopped. The important point illustrated in Fig 3 is that coupling of hyperendemic patch 2 with a hypoendemic patch 1 significantly accelerates this rebound over the 5–10 years following MDAi cessation in patch 2.

Effect on mf prevalence and ATP when individuals from the post-MDAi hyperendemic patch 2 visit the hypoendemic patch 1

When residents of the post-MDAi hyperendemic area (patch 2) visit the hypoendemic area (patch 1), the impact on mf prevalence among the residents of the hypoendemic area is more gradual and the magnitude of the change in mf prevalence is smaller when compared to the impact of human movement from patch 1 to patch 2 (Fig 3B). Mf from patch 2 residents (mf prevalence ~1.1% in those aged 20-50 who travel to patch 1) act as an additional source of infection for the vectors in patch 1, which is evident in the slowly increasing ATP. However, mf prevalence only sees modest increases as the residents of patch 2 only spend part of their time in patch 1 and the patch 1 ABR is low. The more time residents of the post-MDAi hyperendemic area spend in the hypoendemic area (and thus are ‘available’ as source of infection of vectors in the hypoendemic area, but not in the post-MDAi hyperendemic area during that time), the earlier and faster the increase in the mf prevalence and ATP in patch 1 and the slower the increase in patch 2 (Fig 3B).
Figure 3. Change in microfilariae prevalence among population (aged ≥5) and annual transmission potential (ATP) in patch 1 and patch 2 due to human hosts aged 20 to 50 years (35% of the population) travelling between the patches for the first 20 years after MDA was discontinued in patch 2. Note the difference in scale for the ATP of patch 1 and patch 2. A. Effect of individuals living in the hypoendemic area (patch 1) spending a percentage of their time in the post-MDA hyperendemic area (patch 2). In this scenario the fraction of time residents in patch 1 spend visiting patch 2 \((f_{12})\) is varied while assuming that residents of patch 2 do not travel to patch 1 \((f_{21} = 0)\). B. Effect of individuals living in patch 2 spending a percentage of their time in the hypoendemic area (patch 1). In this scenario the parameter \(f_{21}\) is varied while assuming that residents of patch 1 do not travel to patch 2 \((f_{12} = 0)\). Solid black lines indicate prevalence and ATP if the two patches are not coupled; i.e., when residents of one area do not spend time in the other. See Fig S1 in S1 File for results over the time scale required to reach equilibrium mf prevalence.

Effects of the ABR in areas connected by human movement on mf prevalence

To consider the influence of the patch-specific ABR on mf prevalence over time, we selected values for movement parameters and varied the ABR in each patch.

Effect of variation of ABR in the hypoendemic area on mf prevalence

Fig 4 demonstrates the impact of different ABRs in the hypoendemic area (patch 1). The range of values for ABR \(_1\) were chosen to be representative of hypoendemic areas (Table S2 in S1_File). With an ABR of less than approximately 750, an isolated patch would not be able to sustain transmission (Fig 4A,C). Not surprisingly, the higher the ABR in patch 1 is, the faster resurgence in patch 2 occurs (Fig 4B,D). As already demonstrated in Fig 3, the rate of resurgence is affected by the direction of movement, with a faster rate of resurgence when residents of patch 1 spend time in patch 2 compared to movement in the opposite direction. Furthermore, the ABR in patch 1 has a higher impact on the rate of resurgence in
patch 2 when patch 1 residents travel to patch 2 than vice versa (Fig 4B,D). Importantly, by connecting a hypoendemic area with an ABR below the threshold biting rate (TBR) required to sustain transmission in isolated hypoendemic areas (~750, see below) to a post-MDAi hyperendemic area, we observe that transmission can be sustained in patch 1 (Fig 4A,C). The lowest patch 1 TBR and time to sustainable transmission is affected by the direction of human movement: movement from the hypoendemic area into the hyperendemic area results in achieving sustained transmission in patch 1 with a lower patch 1 TBR than movement in the other direction (Fig 4A,C; Fig S2 in S1 File).

Figure 4. Impact of variation in the Annual Biting Rate (ABR) of blackfly vectors in a hypoendemic area (patch 1) on microfilariae prevalence (in ages 5 and above) when connected through human movement to a hyperendemic area (patch 2) for the first 20 years after MDAi was discontinued in patch 2. Patch 1 is initialized by running the model assuming patch 1 is isolated (i.e. not connected to patch 2 through human movement) to equilibrium for each ABR1 value; Patch 2 is initialized with <1.4% mf prevalence across all ages. See Fig S2 in S1 File for results over the time scale required to reach equilibrium prevalence.

Effect of variation of ABR in the hyperendemic area on mf prevalence

Fig 5 demonstrates the impact of different ABRs in the post-MDAi hyperendemic area (patch 2). The range of values for ABR2 were chosen to be representative of a hyperendemic area (Table S2 in S1_File) which correspond to mf prevalences between 61% and 82% in the population aged 5 years and above for an isolated patch without interventions. Not surprisingly, the higher the ABR in patch 2 is, the faster resurgence in patch 2 occurs. The rate of resurgence is only marginally affected by the direction of movement (Fig 4B,D). In contrast, the degree to which mf prevalence in the hypoendemic area (patch 1) increases depends on the direction of movement, with movement from patch 1 to patch 2 having a larger impact on the mf prevalence in the hypoendemic area (patch 1) than movement from patch 2 to patch 1 (Fig 4A,C).
Figure 5. Impact variation in the ABR in a hyperendemic area (patch 2) which discontinued MDA has on mf prevalence (in ages 5 and above) when connected through human movement to a hypoendemic area (patch 1) during the 20 years post-MDA. Patch 1 is initialized by running the model assuming patch 1 is not connected to patch 2 to equilibrium (with ABR$_1$ = 1,000); Patch 2 is initialized with <1.4% mf prevalence across all ages. See Fig S3 in S1_File for results over the time scale required to reaching equilibrium in mf prevalence.

Effect of human movement on local transmission in a hypoendemic area

For the set of parameters provided in Table S2 in A1_File, parasite transmission cannot be sustained in an isolated patch with an ABR of less than $\approx 750$. In the presence of human movement between a hypoendemic patch and a hyperendemic patch, local transmission in the hypoendemic patch is possible at lower ABRs (Fig S5 in S1_File).

Sensitivity of modeled long-term mf prevalence to variation in factors impacting mf prevalence

The ranking of the most influential parameters impacting long-term mf prevalence emerging from the Partial Rank Correlation Coefficient (PRCC) method differed between the hypo- and hyperendemic areas (Fig 6). The top three parameters that have a strong positive association with prevalence in both patches were the patch-specific ABR, the proportion of L3 larvae developing to adult worms within the human host when ATP/$\gamma$ (ATP/$\gamma$), and the proportion of blood meals vectors take on humans relative to other mammals (the human blood index, $h$) (see Table S2 in S1_File for further details). Not surprisingly, the mortality rate of microfilariae within the human host ($\delta_{H_o}$) had the strongest negative association with long-term mf prevalence in both areas, indicating a decrease in mf prevalence with increase in mf mortality rate. The parameter quantifying movement from patch 1 to patch 2 ($f_{12}$) has a moderate positive association with mf.
prevalence in patch 1 (Fig 3A), whereas movement from patch 2 to patch 1 ($f_{21}$) has a moderate negative association with mf prevalence in patch 2 (Fig 3B).

Figure 6. Tornado plots for partial rank correlation coefficient (PRCC) results from 1,000 samples using Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) illustrating drivers of long-term mf prevalence of population aged 5+ in each patch. Only statistically significant parameters are shown (evaluated at $\alpha = 0.01$). PRCC values close to 1 or -1 indicate most influential parameters. Because the parameters are ranked by the strength of the association, the order of parameters is different for each patch. For explanation of parameters, see Table S2 in S1 File.

One factor impacting TBR is the human blood index, the proportion of blood meals the vector takes on humans (see Table S2 in S1 File). Thus, we conducted a one-way sensitivity analysis to determine the impact of the human blood index on the relationship between long-term mf prevalence and ABR in an isolated population. Through a simulation study, the TBR for a single isolated patch with input parameters as defined in Table S2 in S1_File is estimated to be approximately 750. However, if the human blood index is increased from 0.3 (as estimated in Cameroon [87]) to 0.67 (as estimated in Burkina Faso and Côte d'Ivoire [88]), the TBR decreases significantly (Fig S6 in S1_File). The human blood index is likely to vary in different onchocerciasis-endemic settings, because it is dependent both on the vector species present and their anthropophily and anthropophagy and on the availability and density of domesticated and wild species including chicken, goats, or cattle [87, 89-93].
Discussion

We have adapted the EPIONCHO framework described by Filipe et al. [46] to produce a patch model for evaluating the effect of human and vector movement between any number of areas (patches) that differ with respect to key factors important for onchocerciasis elimination efforts, including ABR, MDAi history, and mf prevalence. We have demonstrated the type of information this patch model can provide by modeling a simple scenario: the impact of unidirectional travel of people between two areas with different endemicity and MDAi history on changes in mf prevalence and ATP in each of these areas.

The results illustrate that the risk of recrudescence in a hyperendemic area post-MDAi (patch 2) is increased, and recrudescence accelerated, when there is human movement between that area and a hypoendemic area without ongoing interventions (patch 1) (Fig 3, Fig S1 in S1_File). We have also shown that movement of humans between a hyperendemic area (patch 2) and a hypoendemic area (patch 1) can enable sustained transmission in the hypoendemic area at ABRs which would not support local transmission in an isolated area (Fig 4, Fig S2 in S1_File, Fig S5 in S1_File). This finding is consistent with the conclusions of a recent modeling study utilizing the stochastic, individual-based framework ONCHOSIM to examine O. volvulus transmission between connected villages [56]. The results presented here further indicate that the direction and extent of human movement between areas cause variation in the strength and direction (positive or negative association) of the effect key parameters (in particular, the ABR) have on the long-term mf prevalence in areas with different endemicity and initial mf prevalence.

It is important to note the time frame over which changes in mf prevalence and ATP are predicted to occur. In the hyperendemic area, they remain low until nearly 10 years post-MDAi (Fig 3B,D) and will be challenging to detect with available methods during the (on average) 3-5 years of post-MDAi surveillance currently recommended for confirming interruption of parasite transmission [51]. In our model, the rate of increase in mf prevalence and ATP is determined by the degree and direction of movement from and to the hypoendemic patch (coupling) as well as by the ABRs in both patches. Greater coupling and higher ABRs result in faster resurgence of mf prevalence and ATP. These dependencies imply that the duration of post-MDAi surveillance to confirmation of interruption of parasite transmission need to be chosen in view of the distribution of ABRs across the whole transmission zone, i.e. the whole area over which parasites are transmitted through human (and vector) movement. Under a scenario where MDAi brings the prevalence to zero in the hyperendemic region, or where there is stochastic loss of infection, then this predicted return to prevalence would presumably take longer. The scenarios explored here assumed that the starting mf prevalence in the post-MDAi hyperendemic patch 2 was below the epidemiological pOTTIS (adapted for modelling to <1.4% mf prevalence across all ages). As outlined above, pOTTIS is defined as “provisional” [31], and neither the mf prevalence-based nor the vector infectivity-based pOTTIS in the WHO 2016 guidelines represent parasite transmission breakpoints, which have been described as ‘hypothetical and [of] elusive nature’ [40]. Our patch model predicts that an isolated patch that has an ABR high enough to sustain transmission will experience resurgence to pre-intervention
levels of infection after cessation of MDAi (see black line for patch 2 presented in Fig 3 and Fig S1 in S1 File, and as previously described [40]).

Due to the deterministic nature of the model, there is no potential for stochastic fade-out of infection in a patch even at very low prevalence. Accordingly, should prevalence in a hyperendemic area approach zero, our patch model might predict an earlier resurgence than may be observed in a real-world scenario. However, the choice to use a deterministic model does not impact the model’s findings on the key drivers of the rate of recrudescence when coupling between areas is incorporated.

We confirmed that the relationship between ABR and modeled long-term mf prevalence and ATP in an area depends on the input parameters, which in turn depend on the context being modeled (S1 Appendix Fig S5). We found that the ABR, the proportion of L3 larvae developing to adult worms within the human host when $\text{ATP} \rightarrow 0 (\delta_{H_0})$ and the human blood index ($h$) are key drivers (most influential parameters) of the modeled long-term mf prevalence in both the hypoendemic and hyperendemic area (Fig 6, S1 Appendix Table S1). While these are not novel findings, it is important to recall that parameterizing a model for different contexts will lead to different outputs including the TBR, estimates of time to reach specified thresholds with specified interventions [39, 71] or, in our case, time course of changes in mf prevalence and ATP in the absence of interventions (Fig. 4, Fig. 5). Our results suggest that the extent of parasite transmission between areas within a transmission zone differing in key input parameter characteristics through human (and by extension vector) movement should also be included in the models. The challenge, then, is to collect the data that are required to estimate these input parameters in a range of epidemiological and ecological settings or, ideally, specific geographic areas of interest.

Michael and colleagues [49] proposed a local, data-driven approach to model parameterization using available baseline pre-intervention and follow-up mf prevalence data, area-wide pre-intervention ABR, and information on interventions from the hyperendemic areas Itwara and Kashoya Kitomi and the mesoendemic Bwindi area in Western Uganda.

To better parameterize the coupling strength in this model, we require good estimates of human population mobility, which can be derived by making use of more sophisticated population mobility models (such as the gravity or radiation models or a combination of these [94]. Furthermore, getting a better understanding of the impact that frequency and duration of human mobility between areas has on the probability of parasite transmission between areas is a critical next step. A high number of trips between areas with short duration may not have the same contribution to transmission dynamics in the destination area as a low number of trips with long duration and the impact of travel is likely to depend on the timing relative to transmission season. This requires adapting the current model to allow for a dynamic human population or adaptation of an individual-based model (EPIONCHO-IBM [47] or ONCHOSIM [56]) to take such characteristics into account.

While vector control is not a parameter specified in the model, the effect of vector control (e.g., via larviciding [95, 96] or community-directed slash-and-clear [97-99] is to reduce ABR. The ABR determines the likelihood that, should MDAi be stopped, a population of parasites that had reached the epidemiology-based or entomology-based pOTTIS would
subsequently rebound, such that recrudescence will not occur when ABR is sufficiently low [40]. We compared the effect of varying patch-specific ABR on transmission in both patches (Fig 5). Our results suggest that vector control that reduces ABR in the hyperendemic patch 2 could significantly slow the rate of recrudescence due to travel from an untreated hypoendemic patch 1 into the post-MDAi patch 2. Reducing ABR in the post-MDAi patch 2 may also reduce mf prevalence in the hypoendemic patch 1, and would have a larger impact than vector control in patch 1 alone (Fig. 4). Thus, we are working towards incorporating data-based estimates of vector migration and on incorporating temporal variation in vector abundance due to interventions.

We have focused here on how spatial heterogeneity of pre-control prevalence might impact post-MDAi prevalence and recrudescence, and find that recrudescence can be driven by movement from untreated hypoendemic regions. Temporal heterogeneity in the frequency and duration of MDAi is also likely to impact post-MDAi prevalence in connected areas and by extension the risk of recrudescence. Temporal heterogeneity in MDAi has been explored in an individual-based, stochastic framework [56]. Incorporating temporal heterogeneity into the spatial, deterministic, population-based model described here to explore whether the predicted outcomes for spatial and temporal heterogeneity are similar would strengthen the evidence for making decisions about MDAi timetables (see [40]).

Conclusions

Our study highlights the need to consider imported infection through mobility of human or vector hosts between connected regions when the goal is elimination of transmission in the vast, contiguous, and heterogeneous areas of sub-Saharan Africa. When determining the geographic scale at which stop-MDAi decisions should be made, treating any given location as though it were isolated from the surrounding region is unrealistic and may jeopardize elimination efforts [100].

We chose the scenarios modeled in view of two questions that need to be answered to achieve sustained and cost-effective elimination of O. volvulus transmission: 1) what are the characteristics of hypoendemic areas not previously included in MDAi where interventions need to be implemented, and 2) what are the geographic areas that belong to a transmission zone and that need to be included in evaluations for decisions on stopping MDAi and conducting post-treatment and post-elimination surveillance [51]. Our results, along with decades of epidemiological and entomological data from programs that have demonstrated transmission of onchocerciasis among communities, suggest that the answers to both questions need to consider not only the ABRs but also the transport of parasites via human movement. The key missing parameter is an evidence-based understanding of the scale over which transmission connectivity extends, and a method by which that transmission connectivity can be measured [3]. This emphasizes not only the importance of decisions on which hypoendemic areas to include in MDAi (with or without complementary control measures or alternative treatment strategies), but also implies that the boundaries of transmission zones are unlikely to correspond to the administrative boundaries within which responsibility for interventions may be with different health system units (i.e., “implementation units” such as “APOC project areas”) both within and
across countries. This needs to be considered when planning (a) the geographic areas and the density of sampling for evaluations for decisions on when and where to stop MDAi, (b) where, how frequently and for how long to conduct post-MDAi surveillance for verification of elimination of transmission and (c) where and how frequently to conduct post-elimination surveillance. Until suitable methods for delineation of transmission zones are available [3, 101], a pragmatic approach is to assume parasite transmission is very likely between endemic areas within locally typical day-to-day travelling distances (and within vector flight distance).

Consideration of cost-effectiveness includes (a) past investments into onchocerciasis control and elimination, (b) investments still needed to achieve sustainable elimination, and (c) other public health objectives ‘competing’ for the same funds. The timeframe of the modelled increase in mf prevalence and ATP in the post MDAi area deserves consideration in decisions on the risk of and timeframe of resurgence acceptable to stakeholders. Given the cost implications (including opportunity cost) of stopping interventions too early or later than needed, we encourage the development and application of models, such as the one presented here, that explicitly consider human and vector movement in a heterogeneous landscape (see also [56]) and that can be applied to explore the appropriate geographic scale for decision making about the location and duration of MDAi. Such models, ideally parameterized for specific geographic areas, can provide national program managers with a better estimate of the risk of and time course of recrudescence when interventions are stopped too early, or in only parts of a transmission zone when there is ongoing transmission elsewhere, and serve as input into relevant economic analysis.
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